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Abstract—Energy consumption and hardware cost of signal
digitization together with the management of the resulting data
volume form serious issues for high-rate measurement systems
with multiple sensors. Switching to binary sensing front-ends
results in a resource-efficient layout but is commonly associated
with significant distortion due to the nonlinear signal acquisition.
In particular, for applications that require to solve high-resolution
processing tasks under extreme conditions, it is a widely held
belief that low-complexity 1-bit analog-to-digital conversion leads
to unacceptable performance degradation. In the Big Science
context of low-frequency radio astronomy, we propose a tele-
scope architecture based on simplistic binary sampling, precise
probabilistic modeling, and likelihood-oriented data processing.
The main principles, building blocks, and advantages of such
a radio telescope system, which we refer to as The Massive
Binary Radio Lenses, are sketched. The open engineering science
questions which have to be answered before building a prototype
are outlined. We set sail for the academic technology study
by deriving a statistical algorithm for interferometric imaging
from binary array measurements. The method aims at extracting
the full discriminative information about the spatial power
distribution embedded in a binary sensor data stream without
bias. Radio measurements obtained with LOFAR are used to
test the developed imaging technique and discuss visual and
quantitative results. These assessments shed light on the fact that
binary radio telescopes are suited for surveying the universe.
Index Terms—analog-to-digital conversion, array processing,
exponential family, Fisher scoring, interferometry, LOFAR, max-
imum likelihood, quantization, radio astronomy, SKA, 1-bit ADC
I. INTRODUCTION
Using a large number of small antennas and synthetic aper-
ture methods to reconstruct the radio image produced by elec-
tromagnetic emissions of celestial objects [1], [2] has, in recent
years, become state-of-the-art in the design of low-frequency
radio astronomy systems [3]–[7]. In contrast to systems with
a few large dishes, see, e.g., [8], [9], which are costly to move
and maintain, such large-scale array architectures offer faster
surveying speed, higher sensitivity and resolution together with
a flexible design that can continuously be updated with new
chip and software technology. This holds, in particular, for
all-digital architectures where each antenna features dedicated
receive paths with numerical output, such that digital pro-
cessing units have access to the raw measurement data of
each radio sensor. The low-band antennas (LBA) of the Low-
Frequency Array (LOFAR) radio telescope system [3], which
have been in operation in the European Union since the year
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2010, represent a milestone in this technical development and
mark the completion of a design paradigm shift towards all-
digital system architectures in low-frequency radio astronomy.
While LOFAR features approximately 5000 LBAs, already
next-generation systems with more than 100 000 antennas, like
the low-frequency receiver of the Square Kilometre Array
(SKA-LOW) are under development [6]. For such large-
scale all-digital arrays, energy consumption and hardware cost
of the individual receiver as well as the measurement data
volume become factors that limit the viable number of sensing
devices and their proliferation. Currently, also plans are being
made for all-digital arrays in space, see, e.g., [10] and the
references therein. Here the deployment location of the radio
measurement equipment imposes stringent constraints on the
available power resources, instrumentation payload, and data
communication rates. So, the principles for the design of
future radio telescope systems, which can efficiently collect,
combine, and process the observations of millions of digital
sensors on Earth and in space, form open research questions.
A. Approach - Resource-Efficient Binary Sensing Technology
An option that minimizes the analog complexity of the
individual receive path and the size of the resulting mea-
surement data stream in all-digital systems, is the use of
low-complexity 1-bit analog-to-digital (A/D) conversion where
the A/D converter associated with each antenna output is
realized by a single symmetric comparator. In contrast to Σ∆-
modulation [11]–[14], the comparator comes without error
feedback and operates with moderate oversampling [15]. The
resulting digital sensor data features a single bit per sample
and exclusively preserves information about the sign of the
analog signals. Low-level processing in digital computation
units, e.g., correlation of the different sensor streams, can then
be performed without multiplications. Nevertheless, switching
to binary sensing and data processing technology results in sig-
nificant signal distortion due to the nonlinear data acquisition.
It is a common belief that for challenging practical applications
with high-performance requirements, like radio astronomy,
1-bit A/D conversion leads to an unacceptable degradation
of sensing performance. Fortunately, the fundamental mea-
surement principle of interferometry is based on the time-
offsets of the faint signal reception at many physical sensors.
Amplitude sampling distortion at the individual receiver is
then not of decisive importance for the sensitivity and spatial
resolution achieved when merging the full time-offset informa-
tion embedded in the measurement data to one interferometric
image. Numerical signal acquisition with high A/D resolution,
however, allocates most of the available resources to digitizing
the uninformative amplitude of the sensor measurement noise.
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2B. Technology Vision - Massive Binary Radio Telescopes
We propose a radio telescope architecture that aims to
engrave the maximum amount of information about the astro-
nomical phenomena into the sensor measurement data while
minimizing digitization resource dissipation. To this end,
the amplitude resolution of the numerical signal acquisition
process is set to a single bit. With technology specified in
recent standards, binary sensing enables the use of a massive
number of widely distributed all-digital sensors and storing the
high-rate measurements without temporal, spectral, or spatial
compression. The digital observations of all sensors can then
be made accessible to supercomputers, forming a software-
based radio telescope system with highly scalable collecting
area and spatial proliferation. Exploiting computational power
and efficient binary processing algorithms, research groups in
parallel receive the temporal, spectral, and spatial information
required for their specific astronomical survey. The physical
radio instruments are in operation only once for acquiring and
storing the sensor data for a large number of science cases.
Key to such a progressive scientific platform is the transfer
of theoretic advances in hardware-aware probabilistic signal
modeling and likelihood-oriented statistical data processing
[16], [17] to the practical design of all-digital radio telescope
systems. As a firm orientation point for this challenging en-
deavor, the envisaged physical system is defined by sketching
the architecture and components of a radio telescope which
we refer to as The Massive Binary Radio Lenses. We outline
the main properties and advantages of such a measurement
system together with the open engineering science questions.
C. Contribution - Binary Radio Interferometric Imaging
To demonstrate the potential, a processing method which re-
trieves the interferometric image from binary sensor measure-
ments is derived. The technique is developed along Fisher’s
principle of maximum-likelihood, which retrieves the full
information about the probabilistic model parameters from a
given dataset of sufficient size. For multivariate binary data,
the required likelihood is mathematically and computationally
intractable, forcing to switch to an auxiliary perspective on
probabilistic data models under which statistical complexity
becomes controllable [16]. This way, a tractable interferomet-
ric technique exploiting the spatial correlation structure of the
binary array data is obtained. Leaning on Fisher’s notion of
information, we provide a quantitative measure characterizing
the achievable interferometric sensitivity with binary telescope
systems. Algorithms are tested by reconstructing all-sky im-
ages with radio measurements from LOFAR stations. To this
end, calibrated 64-bit LOFAR datasets are hard-limited. The
results produced with the 1-bit data are visually compared to
the interferometric images reconstructed from the 64-bit radio
measurements. Further, we illustrate the imaging uncertainty
under both approaches. These experimental and analytical
results show that high-performance interferometric imaging
is possible with low-complexity sensors when precise proba-
bilistic modeling of the nonlinear and noisy signal acquisition
chain is accomplished, and the measurement data is processed
with likelihood-oriented statistical techniques. The performed
uncertainty analysis confirms that doubling the observation
time or the number of receiving devices compensates the
information loss due to the binary digitization at the sensors.
II. THE MASSIVE BINARY RADIO LENSES
The Massive Binary Radio Lenses consist of MS ∈ N
telescope stations with MA ∈ N simple radio antennas, where
the total amount of radio sensors M = MSMA and their
proliferation are as large as possible. The antennas perform
synchronized digital signal acquisition with a spectral band-
width of BY ∈ R, BY > 0, and store the binary version of
the unprocessed radio measurements. The data recorded is
archived and made available to supercomputers. Here the infor-
mation required for diverse astronomical surveys is extracted
using the binary data streams of all sensors. Fig. 1 illustrates
the general idea via an exemplary binary radio telescope.
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Fig. 1: Binary Radio Telescope System (MS = 3,MA = 5)
A massive version of such a sensing architecture follows
from basic considerations which we outline in the following
together with the main building blocks and advantages. This
conceptual section is concluded by naming the open research
questions surrounding the envisioned telescope technology.
A. Fundamental Technical Considerations
a) Maximizing Sensitivity and Spatial Resolution: The
measurement sensitivity and spatial resolution of all-digital
radio telescopes are determined by the collecting area and the
spread of the sensors. A modern system architect aligns the
entire design according to such performance laws. The focus
is on maximizing the flow of information from the physical
sensing interface to the final numerical output algorithms.
3b) Adaptation to the Fastest Technology Process: Tech-
nology progress takes place at different speeds. For certain
technologies it is more likely that one might soon reach
feasibility limits than for others. A modern scientific system
design relies as far as possible on those technologies with
the fastest evolution and most significant room for further
improvement. For decades, we have seen an exponential
increase in digital computing power [18]. Concerns that this
quick development, often referred to as Moore’s law, could
soon end [19] are contrasted by the development of new
information processing concepts inspired by quantum physics
[20] or living cells [21]. In particular, for digital storage,
technical limits seem far from being exhausted, see, e.g.,
[22]. The situation is different when it comes to converting
analog sensor signals into numerical measurement data. Fig.
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Fig. 2: Energy Efficiency - A/D Technology (Source: [23])
2a shows the energy dissipation per Nyquist sample as function
of the effective A/D resolution for different converter designs
published in the years 1997-2004 at the ISSCC & VLSI
symposia [23]. In Fig. 2b the same figure of merit for the A/D
architectures presented in the years 2011-2018 is depicted. It
can be observed that the progress for A/D technology featuring
high amplitude resolution has stagnated in the last twenty
years. Improvements have been achieved for low amplitude
resolution, but the speed of this development is much slower
than Moore’s estimate of four orders of magnitude technology
improvement over twenty years. Fig. 2 also shows that adding
one bit to the effective A/D resolution at least doubles the
digitization complexity. Therefore, from today’s perspective,
the components of a modern radio telescope system should be
predominantly realized through digital processing and storage
technologies. For the conversion of the physical sensor signals
into numerical measurement data, the A/D resolution is to be
minimized to adjust the development speed of analog front-end
components to the evolution of digital processing modules.
c) Precise Physical and Hardware-aware Modeling: Ra-
dio astronomy aims to discover unknown physical phenomena
in the universe. Each survey has its focus on specific quantities.
We summarize them here in the vector θphy ∈ RDphy . The
observations are influenced by the propagation medium or ra-
dio interference which are physical effects outside the primary
focus of the scientific survey. These are summarized here by
θmed ∈ RDmed . Also the electromagnetic sensing instruments
exhibit unknown properties influencing the measurements.
Such technical parameters are denoted here as θinst ∈ RDinst .
By theoretic investigations and practical experiments, it is
possible to obtain certain prior knowledge about θmed and θinst,
which can be modeled by known distribution functions
θmed ∼ pθmed(θmed) and θinst ∼ pθinst(θinst). (1)
Since θphy represents physical quantities to be investigated in
an unbiased manner, the consideration of prior knowledge
θphy ∼ pθphy(θphy) (2)
appears to be scientifically debatable. Of undisputed impor-
tance is to characterize the precise probabilistic relationship
Y ∼ pY (Y ;θ) (3)
between the numerical measurements Y ∈ Y and all system
parameters θ ∈ Θ,Θ ⊂ RD, D = Dphy +Dinst +Dmed,
θ =
[
θTphy θ
T
med θ
T
inst
]T
. (4)
Such a probabilistic model can be derived through physical and
technical reasoning along with experimental verification, or it
can be learned automatically utilizing large calibrated datasets.
Since radio astronomy aims to observe unknown phenomena,
a data-driven approach is challenging to implement due to
the lack of labeled measurements. Consequently, probabilistic
radio telescope technology is centered around the precise char-
acterization of the model (3) such that the system architects
strive to keep the sensing instruments as simple as possible.
d) Aiming for Consistent Data Processing: Since funda-
mental scientific conclusions are to be drawn from astronom-
ical surveys, it is critical to ensure consistency. Consistency
implies that the knowledge θˆ(Y ) ∈ RD extracted from the
measurements Y converges in probability towards reality θt ∈
RD as the amount of informative sensor data increases. It is
advantageous if the estimates θˆ(Y ) follow a gentle distribution
of known structure θˆ ∼ pθˆ(θˆ) centered at reality θt. Given
sufficiently large data Y , an algorithmic method featuring such
characteristics, without incorporating prior knowledge like (2),
is the maximum-likelihood estimator (MLE)
θˆ(Y ) = arg max
θ∈Θ
ln pY (Y ;θ), (5)
with the root of the score function
sY (Y ;θ) =
(
∂ ln pY (Y ;θ)
∂θ
)T
∈ RD (6)
as its solution1. In the large sample regime, the MLE follows
a Gaussian distribution with mean θt and covariance matrix
EY ;θt
[(
θˆ(Y )− θt
)(
θˆ(Y )− θt
)T]
= F−1Y (θt), (7)
where F Y (θ) ∈ RD×D is Fisher’s information matrix
F Y
(
θ
)
= EY ;θ
[
sY (Y ;θ)s
T
Y (Y ;θ)
]
(8)
of the probabilistic system model (3). Classical estimation-
theoretic arguments of Crame´r and Rao ensure that (7) forms
the performance limit for unbiased parameter estimation, i.e.,
the error covariance matrix of a digital processing unit which
produces knowledge θˆ(Y ) centered at reality θt will always
dominate the inverse of Fisher’s information matrix (8).
1For simplicity, we here assume that the score features a single root.
4With a large number of parameters D, the probabilistic
model (3) might present itself as non-identifiable such that θ
cannot be extracted unambiguously through (5). In such a case,
one might be tempted to incorporate regularizing assumptions
through (2). Scientific telescope technology, however, will try
to avoid to deviate from the principle of unbiasedness and
first concentrate on changing the observation instrument in
such a way that the desired Dphy survey parameters θphy can
be estimated without potentially biasing prior. An approach to
push the probabilistic structure of the radio telescope system
(3) towards identifiability is to reduce the complexity of the
sensing front-ends and to invest the saved resources in a larger
number of antennas and the extension of their proliferation.
B. Station - Building Blocks
Based on these considerations, the telescope stations of The
Massive Binary Radio Lenses are equipped with the following:
a) Low-Complexity Sensing Front-ends: The MA station
antennas are designed to receive with a one-sided spectral
bandwidth BY. Each sensor features a separate analog output.
A/D converters are realized by symmetric comparators which
operate with coordinated clock and sampling rate fY ∈
R, fY > 0. Alternatively, the measurements Y acquired with
conventional high-resolution radio front-ends are hard-limited
Z = sign (Y ). (9)
The probabilistic response of the antenna elements, the analog
preprocessing chain and the signal binarization process (9)
Z ∼ pZ(Z;θ) (10)
is available as function of all unknown system parameters (4).
b) Precise Synchronization and Positioning: The MS
stations are equipped with a precise temporal synchroniza-
tion and spatial positioning mechanism to a joint coordinate
system. This is achieved using GNSS receivers and atomic
clocks. Alternatively, one binarizes the analog outputs of
GNSS sensors to form additional synchronized data streams
from which the station position in time and space can be
extracted later. The relative positioning of the sensors within
each station is precisely established during the installation of
the equipment or through transmitters close to the stations.
c) Large Binary Data Storage: Each telescope station is
equipped with fast and large binary memory. For an assess-
ment on the local data rates and storage size, let us assume
a telescope station with 256 dual-polarized low-frequency
antennas with MA = 512 analog outputs. The observation
bandwidth is BY = 250 MHz while temporal sampling takes
place at Nyquist rate, i.e., fY = 2BY. Thus, the radio telescope
station produces a binary measurement stream with a rate of
2BYMA bit = 256 Gbit/s. (11)
If 1024 TB can be stored locally, measurements of a duration
8,192 · 1015 bit
2BYMAbit
= 32 000 s ≈ 8 h 53 min (12)
can be recorded. Such more than one third of the uncom-
pressed radio sky, as seen by each of the MA radio sensors, can
be made available to the supercomputers. With a link capacity
of 100 Gbit/s, the downlink transmission from the station to
a supercomputer takes less than a day. Note that, for short
to medium-range network transmissions, such data rates are
specified in technology standards like InfiniBand or Ethernet.
C. Supercomputer - Processing Modules
The supercomputers of The Massive Binary Radio Lenses
have access to the distributed binary storage through data
networks or wireless communication links. The storage-based
architecture enables to dynamically adjust the data transmis-
sion rates while removing real-time processing requirements.
At the supercomputers the following digital data processing
tasks are performed with layered and iterative approaches:
a) Low-Level Processing of Binary Signals: The binary
measurements are preprocessed according to the probabilistic
notion of sufficient statistics. We will see that, under a tractable
representation of (10), for interferometric imaging, this implies
pairwise correlation among all M binary sensor streams. These
low-level computations (binary logic and counting) can be
performed efficiently at massive scale on optimized hardware.
b) Local and Global Instrument Calibration: Calibration
for station-specific parameters θinst like local offsets from the
synchronization frame or attenuations of individual receive
paths can be performed with the binary measurements from
single telescope stations and potential prior knowledge (1).
Calibration for global effects, like changes of the propagation
medium parameters θmed, can be performed by using the
binary data from a proper subset of radio stations. Note that
distributed calibration for local effects helps to reduce the
processing overhead at the supercomputers. Distributed radio
transmitters can be used to improve the knowledge on (1).
c) Local and Global RFI Identification: Radio frequency
interference (RFI) on local and global level is identified from
the binary data streams together with the available priors
(1). The temporal, spectral, and spatial parameters in θmed
characterizing the RFI are precisely determined. Local RFI
identification can be performed at the telescope stations to
reduce the processing overhead at the supercomputers. Note
that certain radio telescope stations can be located close
to common sources of RFI to increase the discriminative
information on the parameters θmed in the binary data stream.
d) Request-specific High-Performance Data Processing:
The temporal, spectral, and spatial parameters θphy of the
physical phenomena of interest are extracted from the binary
measurements of all telescope stations. Locally calculated
low-accuracy solutions from the stations help to initialize
algorithms at the supercomputers. The extraction of θphy is per-
formed such that potential knowledge (1) about the instrument
and the propagation medium is taken into account. As a result,
variations in the instrument hardware and the propagation
medium are in probabilistic radio astronomy natural parts
of (3). In the classical deterministic perspective on radio
astronomy, RFI is considered disruptive such that measure-
ment instruments are installed in remote radio quiet zones
or contaminated measurements are discarded. In probabilistic
radio telescope systems, each signal sample carries some
5information about the parameters θphy. Due to consistency,
there are no processing artifacts caused by the measurement
instruments, propagation effects, or RFI. The main concerns
in hardware-aware probabilistic telescope system design are
that, under limited resources, the physical-numerical model
(3) of the signal acquisition apparatus is precise, identifiable,
and highly informative for serving all potential science cases.
D. Scientific, Technical, and Institutional Advantages
Massive binary radio telescope architectures have several
advantages on scientific, technical, and institutional level:
a) Low Investment/Operation Costs and Scaleability:
Due to the simple radio equipment and the focus on digital
storage and data processing technologies, the initial invest-
ment costs are low. The number of telescope stations can
be extended successively while digital infrastructure can be
provided on demand by third parties. The operating costs for
the telescope are small as energy dissipation at the front-
ends is minimum and the digital components quickly gain
efficiency through their fast technological progress. Besides,
the radio instruments only need to be operated once to acquire
the measurements for a large variety of astronomical surveys.
b) Fast and Flexible Astronomical Observations: Due to
the software and storage-based architecture, scientists have
access to a highly sensitive and flexible instrument and can
conduct complex surveys without waiting. Scientific progress
is rather limited by mental and algorithmic capacity than by
research funds. The short operating time of the observation
instruments for a large number of science cases frees survey-
ing resources, for example, for event-triggered measurement
campaigns. The review overhead for applications requesting
individual observation time on the instrument is eliminated.
c) Progressive and Open Science: Due to the last aspect,
unconventional research approaches of young scientists can
be implemented without anticipated assessment by superior
colleagues or delay due to institutional preferences. The
stored radio measurement data streams enable end-to-end
reproducibility and in-depth validation with alternative algo-
rithmic approaches. For verification purposes, the layout of
the individual telescope stations can be deliberately designed
differently while arbitrary parts of the binary sensor data
stream can be flexibly excluded from the actual investigation.
d) Technology Transfer and Interdisciplinary Dialog:
The proposed system architecture is in line with recent ad-
vances in binary sensing and data processing, which have
mass-market applications, see, e.g., [24]–[36]. The research
institutions involved in the development, implementation, and
operation of a binary radio telescope find themselves at the
forefront of this innovation. It is, therefore, attractive for them
to educate and employ engineering talents to drive the tech-
nology transfer from scientific systems to consumer markets.
Revenue from intellectual property licensing and technology
consulting can be used to promote high-risk high-reward
research in radio astronomy, sensor system engineering, and
statistical data processing. Further, patent rights held by public
institutions constitute a control mechanism for the responsible
use of advanced sensor and data processing technologies.
Establishing a functional massive binary telescope system
represents a grand challenge. It can only be mastered in an
open and solution-oriented dialogue taking place in protected
research environments characterized by flat and encouraging
hierarchies which are committed to ethical leadership in re-
search and education. The discourse forces interdisciplinary
cooperation between the complementary areas of physics,
mathematics, computer science, and engineering science.
Common understanding between these fields and a joint light-
house project lead to innovative unified scientific approaches
and advanced educational strategies while strengthening the
work culture within the involved research institutions.
E. Open Engineering Science Questions
Binary telescope systems raise scientific and technical ques-
tions. It will be impossible to answer all of them by one
research team. Everyone is invited to collaborate and con-
tribute to an open and respectful discussion which is centered
around scientific arguments and rests on the mutual interest to
advance science and technology. To organize the discourse and
ensure efficient allocation of research resources, we disclose
the aspects which have our attention during the early studies:
a) High-Performance Binary Data Processing: The main
question is how to extract the spatial, spectral, and temporal
information θphy needed for the astronomical survey from the
binary radio measurements. It can be doubted that binary
measurement data still contains any information about θphy.
In the second part of this article, we achieve a first step
in the opposite direction. We show that the spatial power
distribution can be recovered from the highly nonlinear 1-bit
radio measurements. To this end, we formulate the hardware-
aware probabilistic model (10) under simplifying assumptions
and outline a tractable estimation algorithm which consistently
extracts the interferometric information from binary radio
telescope data. That such a systematic approach captures well
the effects relevant in practice, is corroborated by image
reconstruction results obtained with 1-bit LOFAR data.
b) Radio Frequency Identification and Mitigation: Ter-
restrial RFI forms a challenge when observing weak electro-
magnetic emission from celestial objects. This is equally true
for binary sensing architectures with a highly nonlinear and
probabilistic response. The possibility to use a significantly
larger number of radio sensors through the simplified equip-
ment and having at hand a precise hardware-aware probabilis-
tic model (3), however, enables advanced spatial and nonlinear
processing. The interferometric capabilities of binary arrays
under RFI form open questions which we will address.
c) Cost and Performance Models: Binary radio tele-
scopes achieve digital signal acquisition at low complexity
and generate sensor data streams with dense discriminative
information which can be stored and processed efficiently.
For determining the final design of a physical binary radio
telescope, it is crucial to derive and verify models for the
final output performance and the resource costs associated
with different system levels. Through such analytic models,
it becomes possible to mathematically optimize the telescope
architecture with respect to the number of antennas, spectral
bandwidths, sampling rates, and digital processing strategies.
6III. BINARY RADIO INTERFEROMETRIC IMAGING
Next, a first proof of concept for the technology vision
of massive binary radio telescopes is provided. To this end,
we derive an interferometric imaging technique which is
capable of extracting the spatial power distribution from 1-
bit sensor measurements. We perform hardware-aware prob-
abilistic modeling of the signal acquisition and the binary
digitization process. Based on that, an iterative solution for the
interferometric image reconstruction is derived by consistently
approximating the MLE for a multivariate binary data model.
For the derived algorithmic procedure, we give the achieved
interferometric performance level (7) in a quantitative form.
A. Analog Signal Acquisition Model
A calibrated radio telescope with M analog sensor signals
y˘m(t) ∈ R, t ∈ R is considered. The mth output consist of a
superposition of DS ∈ N wide-band radio sources x˘d(t) ∈ R
y˘m(t) =
DS∑
d=1
√
θdx˘d(t− τd,m) + η˘m(t), (13)
with individual signal strength parameter θd ∈ R, θd > 0 and
time-offset τd,m ∈ R. The output of each sensor is distorted
by independent additive measurement noise η˘m(t) ∈ R. Each
of the sources consists of two orthogonal components
x˘d(t) = x˘I,d(t) cos (ωdt)− x˘Q,d(t) sin (ωdt) , (14)
x˘I,d(t), x˘Q,d(t) ∈ R, centered at frequency ωd ∈ R. Both
signal components are considered to be zero-mean wide-sense
stationary Gaussian processes. Here each of the M received
signals (13) is band-pass filtered with non-overlapping ver-
sions of the prototype h(t;B,ω) ∈ R to obtain K channels
(radio frequency binning), where the kth one is
y(k)m (t) = y˘m(t) ∗ h(t;BY, ω(k)), (15)
y
(k)
m (t) ∈ R, with one-sided bandwidth BY and center fre-
quency ω(k) ∈ R. Note, that u˘(t) stands for an analog wide-
band signal while u(t) denotes its narrow-band version after
filtering. Each channel is divided into two real-valued signals
y
(k)
I,m(t) = 2 cos
(
ω(k)t
)
· y(k)m (t),
y
(k)
Q,m(t) = −2 sin
(
ω(k)t
)
· y(k)m (t), (16)
y
(k)
I,m(t), y
(k)
Q,m(t) ∈ R, by multiplying with sinusoids of fre-
quency ω(k) (demodulation). In the following, we omit the
channel superscript k and only consider the two outputs for
one of the K radio frequency bands. With narrow-band source
components xI,d(t), xQ,d(t) ∈ R and a sufficiently small
proliferation of the M radio sensors, one can approximate
xI /Q,d(t− τd,m) ≈ xI /Q,d(t), ∀d,m. (17)
Therefore, after removing modulation products by low-pass
filtering, the real-valued in-phase sensor output
yI,m(t) = ηI,m(t)
+
D∑
d=1
√
θd
(
xI,d(t) cos (ωτd,m) + xQ,d(t) sin (ωτd,m)
)
(18)
and the quadrature sensor output
yQ,m(t) = ηQ,m(t)
+
D∑
d=1
√
θd
(
xQ,d(t) cos (ωτd,m)− xI,d(t) sin (ωτd,m)
)
(19)
are obtained. In the literature covering radio front-ends with
high-resolution A/D conversion, the real-valued analog outputs
(18) and (19) are usually denoted by one complex-valued
output. Note, that we use a real-valued notation to keep the
framework applicable to different front-end architectures with
low-resolution A/D conversion as outlined in [17, Sec. VI].
B. Data Model for Ideal All-Digital Radio Telescopes
With ∞-bit A/D converters, a sample of all antennas
y =
[
yI,1 . . . yI,M yQ,1 . . . yQ,M
]T ∈ R2M (20)
has the structure
y =
DS∑
d=1
√
θdA(τ d)xd + η, (21)
with the array steering matrix
A(τ d) =
[
ATI (τ d) A
T
Q (τ d)
]T ∈ R2M×2, (22)
featuring the sub-matrices
AI(τ d) =
 cos (ωτd,1) sin (ωτd,1)... ...
cos (ωτd,M ) sin (ωτd,M )
 ∈ RM×2,
and
AQ(τ d) =
− sin (ωτd,1) cos (ωτd,1)... ...
− sin (ωτd,M ) cos (ωτd,M )
 ∈ RM×2,
while the dth source’s delay profile is denoted as
τ d =
[
τd,1 . . . τd,M
]T ∈ RM , (23)
the dth source signal as
xd =
[
xI,d xQ,d
]T ∈ R2, (24)
and the sensor noise samples as
η =
[
ηI,1 . . . ηI,M ηQ,1 . . . ηQ,M
]T ∈ R2M . (25)
Assuming that the two Gaussian signals in (24) are jointly
independent and of unit variance, mutual antenna coupling
can be neglected, ideal filters are employed and sampling is
conducted at Nyquist rate (fY = 2BY), the covariance matrix
Ry(θ) = Ey;θ
[
yyT
]
, (26)
Ry(θ) ∈ R2M×2M , of the digital sensor array signal (21) is
Ry(θ) = Rx(θ) +Rη(θ)
=
DS∑
d=1
θdA(τ d)A
T(τ d) + θ0I, (27)
7where θ0 ∈ R, θ0 > 0, denotes the power level of the spatially
white noise. Assuming that the delay profile (23) for each
source is known, the D = DS + 1 model parameters are
θ =
[
θ0 θ1 . . . θDS
]T ∈ RD . (28)
For notational convenience, we also introduce a vectorized
version of the asymptotic receive covariance matrix (27)
ry(θ) = vec (Ry(θ)) = Mθ, (29)
ry(θ) ∈ R4M
2
, with the steering matrix
M =
[
vec (I) a(τ 1) . . . a(τDS)
] ∈ R4M2×D, (30)
containing the array steering vectors
a(τ d) = vec
(
A(τ d)A
T(τ d)
)
. (31)
During signal acquisition N ∈ N samples (20) are collected
Y =
[
y1 y2 . . . yN
] ∈ R2M×N , (32)
which independently follow the Gaussian distribution
py(y;θ) ∼
exp
(− 12yTR−1y (θ)y)√
(2pi)2M det (Ry(θ))
. (33)
C. Statistical Interferometric Imaging with ∞-bit Data
With the data (32) and the model (33), the MLE is
θˆ(Y ) = arg max
θ∈Θ
ln pY (Y ;θ) (34)
= arg max
θ∈Θ
N∑
n=1
ln py(yn;θ)
= arg min
θ∈Θ
ln
(
det(Ry(θ))
)
+ tr
(
Rˆy(Y )R
−1
y (θ)
)
,
with the empirical receive covariance matrix
Rˆy(Y ) =
1
N
N∑
n=1
yny
T
n , (35)
Rˆy(Y ) ∈ R2M×2M . The solution of the optimization problem
(34), is the root of the score of the Gaussian model (33),
which can be found by Fisher’s scoring method [37]. With
this approach, in the ith of I ∈ N iterations, one calculates
θˆ
(i)
= θˆ
(i−1)
+ ∆θˆ(Y ; θˆ
(i−1)
), (36)
with the update term
∆θˆ(Y ;θ) = F−1Y
(
θ
)
sY (Y ;θ) (37)
being characterized by the Fisher information matrix
F Y
(
θ
)
= N Ey;θ
[
sy(y;θ)s
T
y (y;θ)
]
= NF y
(
θ
)
, (38)
where the single-sample score is
sy(y;θ) =
(
∂ ln py(y;θ)
∂θ
)T
, (39)
and, due to independency, the N -sample score writes
sY (Y ;θ) =
N∑
n=1
sy(yn;θ). (40)
The results of (36) converge quickly to the solution of the
MLE (34) while back-projection after each iteration (36)
θˆ
(i)
= max(θ∆, θˆ
(i)
), (41)
with θ∆ > 0, ensures that the estimates satisfy θˆ
(i) ∈ Θ.
The Fisher information matrix (8) of the multivariate Gaus-
sian model (33) with the covariance structure (27) is
F y(θ) =
1
2
MT
(
R−1y (θ)⊗R−1y (θ)
)
M (42)
and the score function with N samples
sY (Y ;θ) =
N
2
MT
(
R−1y (θ)⊗R−1y (θ)
)(
rˆy(Y )−Mθ
)
,
(43)
where we used
∂ ln det(Ry(θ))
∂θ
= θTMT
(
R−1y (θ)⊗R−1y (θ)
)
M ,
(44)
∂ tr
(
Rˆy(Y )R
−1
y (θ)
)
∂θ
= −rˆTy (Y )
(
R−1y (θ)⊗R−1y (θ)
)
M ,
(45)
under the definition
rˆy(Y ) = vec
(
Rˆy(Y )
)
. (46)
Therefore, substituting (38) with (42) and using it together
with (43) in the update expression (37), results in
∆θˆ(Y ;θ) =
(
MT
(
R−1y (θ)⊗R−1y (θ)
)
M
)−1
(47)
·MT(R−1y (θ)⊗R−1y (θ))(rˆy(Y )−Mθ).
D. Data Model for Binary Radio Telescopes
In the following, we consider the hard-limited version of
the radio array measurements (20)
z = sign (y), (48)
where sign (·) is the element-wise signum function
[sign (y)]i =
{
+1 if [y]i ≥ 0,
−1 if [y]i < 0.
(49)
The resulting dataset
Z =
[
z1 z2 . . . zN
] ∈ B2M×N (50)
mimics the measurements of a radio telescope which employs
low-complexity 1-bit analog-to-digital conversion. As the vari-
ance of the individual inputs to the quantizer (48) can not be
resolved from its outputs, one can reduce the parameter vector
θ =
[
θ1 . . . θDS
]T ∈ RDS , (51)
8and set the sensor noise variance to a fixed value, e.g., θ0 = 1.
This removes the problem of having to estimate the noise level.
Consequently, the receive covariance (26) takes the structure
Ry(θ) =
DS∑
d=1
θdA(τ d)A
T(τ d) + I. (52)
For convenience, we define a receive correlation matrix
Σy(θ) = diag (Ry(θ))
− 12Ry(θ) diag (Ry(θ))
− 12
=
1∑DS
d=1 θd + 1
(
DS∑
d=1
θdA(τ d)A
T(τ d) + I
)
, (53)
Σy(θ) ∈ R2M×2M , where, for a square matrix U , diag (U)
returns the matrix with off-diagonal values switched to zero.
E. Statistical Interferometric Imaging with 1-bit Data
For performing interferometric imaging with the 1-bit sen-
sor data (50) and scoring (36), the Fisher information matrix
F z
(
θ
)
= Ez
[
sz(z;θ)s
T
z (z;θ)
]
(54)
and the score function
sz(z;θ) =
(
∂ ln pz(z;θ)
∂θ
)T
(55)
of the multivariate binary model pz(z;θ), characterizing the
output data of the hard-limiter (48), are required. Providing
exact formulations is computationally intractable as the mul-
tivariate binary distribution, in general, exhibits a number of
sufficient statistics growing as O(22M ) [38]. Additionally, the
missing analytic characterization for the orthant probabilities
of multivariate Gaussian distributions with more than four
variables renders the multivariate binary likelihood pz(z;θ)
mathematically inaccessible. A conceptual observation that
turns out helpful, is that distributions of binary signals belong
to the exponential family. Like multivariate Gaussian data (33),
their probabilistic characterization admits a factorization
pz(z;θ) = exp
(
βT(θ)φ(z)− λ(θ) + ν(z)
)
, (56)
where β(θ) : RD → RC are the statistical weights2,
φ(z) : B2M → RC the sufficient statistics, λ(θ) : RD → R
the log-normalizer and ν(z) : B2M → R the carrier measure.
This can be exploited by formulating an auxiliary model of the
form (56) for which the number C˜ and form of the statistics
φ˜(z) : B2M → RC˜ (57)
are user-defined. On these specific statistics the auxiliary
model p˜z(z;θ) features the same mean and covariance matrix
µφ˜(θ) = Ez˜;θ
[
φ˜(z)
]
, (58)
Rφ˜(θ) = Ez˜;θ
[(
φ˜(z)− µφ˜(θ)
)(
φ˜(z)− µφ˜(θ)
)T]
, (59)
2In the literature one finds the term “natural parameters”. Trying to distin-
guish between components of the probabilistic data model and the physical
system parameters θ, we here use the terminology “statistical weights”.
µφ˜(θ) ∈ RC˜ ,Rφ˜(θ) ∈ RC˜×C˜ , like under the exact model
pz(z;θ). Such an auxiliary likelihood, admits the score [16]
s˜z(z;θ) =
(
∂µφ˜(θ)
∂θ
)T
R−1
φ˜
(θ)
(
φ˜(z)− µφ˜(θ)
)
(60)
and the Fisher information matrix
F˜ z(θ) =
(
∂µφ˜(θ)
∂θ
)T
R−1
φ˜
(θ)
∂µφ˜(θ)
∂θ
. (61)
Therefore, through a suitable choice of (57), it becomes
possible to control statistical complexity and perform iterations
θˆ
(i)
= θˆ
(i−1)
+ ∆θˆ(Z; θˆ
(i−1)
), (62)
each followed by back-projection (41), with the update term
∆θˆ(Z;θ) = F˜
−1
Z (θ)s˜Z(Z;θ) (63)
=
((
∂µφ˜(θ)
∂θ
)T
R−1
φ˜
(θ)
∂µφ˜(θ)
∂θ
)−1
·
(
∂µφ˜(θ)
∂θ
)T
R−1
φ˜
(θ)
(
µˆφ˜(Z)− µφ˜(θ)
)
,
where the empirical mean of (57) is defined by
µˆφ˜(Z) =
1
N
N∑
k=1
φ˜(zn), (64)
µˆφ˜(Z) ∈ RC˜ . The iterations (62) converge to a possible
solution of the maximization problem (5) defined on the basis
of the auxiliary likelihood p˜Z(Z;θ). If this interferometric
imaging solution is the global maximum of the auxiliary like-
lihood it is guaranteed to be consistent and for a sufficiently
large number of independent array snapshots N reaches [16]
EZ;θt
[(
θˆ(Z)− θt
)(
θˆ(Z)− θt
)T]
= F˜
−1
Z (θt)
=
1
N
F˜
−1
z (θt). (65)
Due to the conservative nature of the information matrix (61)
F z(θ)  F˜ z(θ), ∀θ, (66)
equation (65) can not overestimate the interferometric capabil-
ities with the exact binary observation data model pZ(Z;θ)
while the expression (61) enables to quantitatively determine
the performance achieved with an auxiliary MLE algorithm.
For statistical array processing with hard-limited zero-mean
Gaussian sensor signals, the particular choice [39]
φ˜(z) = Φ vec
(
zzT
)
, (67)
with Φ ∈ {0, 1}C˜×4M2 being an elimination matrix canceling
duplicate and constant statistics on the outer product zzT,
leads to analytically tractable expressions for (58) and (59)
while complexity (C˜ = 2M2 −M ) grows quadratic with the
number of antennas. The empirical statistics are then given by
µˆφ˜(Z) =
1
N
Φ
N∑
k=1
vec
(
znz
T
n
)
(68)
9and imply to pairwise correlate all binary sensor outputs with
each other. Defining the covariance of the quantized data
Rz(θ) = Ez
[
zzT
]
, (69)
Rz(θ) ∈ R2M×2M , and using the arc-sine law [40, p. 284]
Rz(θ) =
2
pi
sin−1 (Σy(θ)) , (70)
the mean of the statistics (67) is
µφ˜(θ) = Φ vec (Rz(θ))
=
2
pi
Φ vec
(
sin−1 (Σy(θ))
)
. (71)
Further, its derivative
∂µφ˜(θ)
∂θ
= Φ
∂ vec (Rz(θ))
∂θ
(72)
is found by considering that the dth column is[
∂µφ˜(θ)
∂θ
]
d
= Φ
∂µφ˜(θ)
∂θd
= Φ vec
(
∂Rz(θ)
∂θd
)
, (73)
with the matrix entries
[
∂Rz(θ)
∂θd
]
ij
=
2
pi
[
∂Σy(θ)
∂θd
]
ij√
1− [Σy(θ)]2ij
, ∀i, j : i 6= j, (74)
while the diagonal entries vanish, i.e.,[
∂Rz(θ)
∂θd
]
ij
= 0, ∀i, j : i = j. (75)
With the receive correlation matrix (53), we obtain
[
∂Σy(θ)
∂θd
]
ij
=
[
A(τ d)A
T(τ d)
]
ij∑DS
d′=1 θd′ + 1
−
[∑DS
d′=1 θd′A(τ d′)A
T(τ d′) + I
]
ij
(
∑DS
d′=1 θd′ + 1)
2
. (76)
The numerical evaluation of the covariance matrix (59) with
the auxiliary statistics (67) is achieved [39] by using the arc-
sine law (70) and the quadrivariate orthant probabilities [41].
IV. RADIO IMAGE RECONSTRUCTION WITH LOFAR DATA
To evaluate and visualize the potential of the derived binary
interferometric method under real-word conditions, we use
data from the LOFAR radio telescope. The goal is to produce
an all-sky radio image with a height and width of 100 pixels
which translates to DS = 7668 sources3. With the considered
array configurations such a setting leads to a non-identifiable
model (3). Therefore, we solve the interferometric image
reconstruction by using a smaller number of signal sources
and generating the final all-sky image by linear interpolation.
3Note that not all pixels constitute physically feasible steering directions.
A. LOFAR Dataset 1 - CS302 Station
The first dataset was obtained with the LOFAR station
CS302 and M = 47 active single-polarized LBA antennas.
Fig. 3 depicts the placement of the radio sensors on the
plane. The time-delay profile (23) associated with sources from
different directions can be deduced from the positions of the
antennas, such that the sensor locations define the steering
matrices (22). The LOFAR sensor data streams were obtained
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Fig. 3: LOFAR - CS302 Station (M = 47)
by sampling the wide-band signal (13) at each element with
a 12-bit A/D converter and using demodulation, filtering, and
decimation to implement (15) and (16) in the digital domain.
Additionally, calibration operations were applied such that
the radio measurements have 64-bit floating-point precision.
The considered data can be interpreted as the digital sensor
outputs (20) of an ideal narrow-band radio telescope with a
two-sided receive bandwidth of 2BY = 763 Hz, centered at
approximately 44,48 MHz, and zero-IF front-ends where at
each single-polarized antenna two A/D converters with 64-bit
resolution sample the in-phase (18) and quadrature outputs
(19) at Nyquist rate. The data for each radio sensor consists
of two real-valued channels with N = 58 073 samples which
corresponds to an observation duration of T = 76 s. For back-
projection (41), we set θ∆ = −80 dB while using the current
noise estimate θˆ(i)0 as the power level reference.
For interferometric imaging with scoring (36) and 64-bit
LOFAR radio data, we initialize the noise power estimate by
θˆ
(0)
0 =
1
2M
vecT (I) rˆy(Y ) (77)
and the intensity estimates by θˆ(0)d = θ∆. The imaging result
with the DS = 441 source power levels (corresponds to 25
pixels) and I = 10 iterations is depicted in Fig. 4a after
normalizing with the final noise power estimate θˆ0. Note that
each considered source direction lies in the center of the
pixels visualized in Fig. 4a while the dominant intensity value
corresponds to a power level of approximately −14 dB. For
mimicking the sensor data stream of a radio telescope with 1-
bit A/D conversion at the sensors, we hard-limit the LOFAR
dataset according to (9). The intensity estimates after I = 10
scoring iterations are depicted in Fig. 4b. As for the binary
telescope θ0 = 1, normalization of the final estimates θˆ is not
required. While the two likelihood-oriented algorithms (36)
and (62) produce slightly different numerical results for the
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Fig. 4: CS302 - Norm. Power Estimates (M = 47, DS = 441)
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Fig. 5: CS302 - All-Sky Image (M = 47, DS = 441)
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Fig. 6: CS302 - Uncertainty (M = 47, DS = 441)
spatial power distribution, the difference can hardly be noticed
by visual inspection. Fig. 5a and Fig. 5b show the all-sky
images after interpolation. Note, that Fig. 5a is produced with
data which is 64 times larger than the measurements used for
reconstructing the interferometric image in Fig. 5b.
To assess the achievable imaging sensitivity under both
signal acquisition approaches in a quantitative manner, we
consider a situation where emissions from DS = 441 direc-
tions are received at CS302 with equal intensity θd,qual =
−30 dB,∀d. For this setting the element-wise normalized
square-root of the diagonal of the inverse Fisher matrices
σˆY (θqual) =
√
diagvec
(
F−1Y (θqual)
)
./θqual, (78)
σˆZ(θqual) =
√
diagvec
(
F˜
−1
Z (θqual)
)
./θqual, (79)
are calculate, where the operator diagvec (U) returns the
vectorized diagonal of a square matrix U and ./ denotes an
element-wise division. In both cases, this provides a quantita-
tive measure for the relative standard deviation of the intensity
estimates when performing interferometric processing with
(36) and (62) on a large number of independent radio datasets.
In Fig. 6a and Fig. 6b, it can be observed that the average
relative imaging uncertainty of the 64-bit LOFAR station
is 14,47 % while the 1-bit telescope operates at an average
uncertainty level of 22,92 % with a similar spatial performance
structure. From Fig. 6 it becomes obvious that hard-limiting
the LOFAR radio measurements significantly increases the
variance of the intensity estimates. To recover this loss in
interferometric imaging performance, one can increase the
observation time T of the binary system by
(
22,92
14,47
)2 ≈ 2.5.
As a visual comparison to iterative methods, in Fig. 7a and
Fig. 7b, we show the non-iterative beam-forming outputs
θˆBEAM(Y ) =
1
2M
MTrˆy(Y ), (80)
θˆBEAM(Z) =
1
2M
MTrˆz(Z), (81)
with DS = 7668 after normalization by the according noise
level θˆBEAM,0. While the numerical intensity values are not
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Fig. 7: CS302 - Beam-forming Output (M = 47, DS = 441)
the same, also here the visual difference between the image
produced with the high-resolution and the binary data is hardly
notable. In comparison to the likelihood-based method (36),
the numerical intensity values in Fig. 7a show that with (80)
it is not possible to separate the spatially white sensor noise
from the source signals and produce consistent intensity es-
timates. Although beam-forming here uses significantly more
steering directions, the spatial resolution, in comparison to the
interpolated MLE result in Fig. 5a, does not increase. Also, the
array pattern is visible as a processing artifact. Note that such
effects of the instrument point spread function (dirty beam)
on the 64-bit beam-forming output (80) can to some extend
be removed by deconvolution methods like CLEAN [42].
B. LOFAR Dataset 2 - AARTFAAC Stations
As a second dataset, radio measurements from the
Amsterdam-ASTRON Radio Transients Facility and Analysis
Center (AARTFAAC) all-sky monitor are considered. The
measurements include radio sensor data from MS = 3 LOFAR
superterp stations, each with MA = 46 active single-polarized
LBAs. Fig. 8 shows the spatial arrangement of the three
considered LOFAR stations and the M = 138 sensor elements.
Like for the CS302 dataset, the measurements are calibrated
such that their sampling precision is 64-bit. The receive
bandwidth is 2BY = 195 312,5 Hz, centered at a frequency of
approximately 62,90 MHz. The dataset contains N = 195 313
11
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Fig. 8: LOFAR - AARTFAAC Stations (MS = 3,MA = 46)
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Fig. 9: AARTFAAC - All-Sky Image (M = 46, DS = 441)
Nyquist samples per antenna output, corresponding to an
observation time of T = 1 s. For radio interferometric imaging
with the scoring techniques (36) and (62), we proceed as for
CS302. Fig. 9 shows the all-sky images obtained when using
the measurement data of each telescope station individually
while assuming DS = 441 astronomical sources (25 pixels).
Comparing the results obtained with the 64-bit and the 1-bit
radio data, hardly any visual difference can be observed. Fig.
10 shows the six corresponding interferometric uncertainty
maps which are obtained for a scenario with equal power levels
θd,qual = −30 dB,∀d. Like for CS302, the standard deviation
of the intensity estimates increases by 1.58 when hard-limiting
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Fig. 10: AARTFAAC - Uncertainty (M = 46, Ds = 441)
the data such that the 1-bit loss can be compensated by
increasing the observation interval T by a factor of 2.5.
To analyze the effect of increasing the number of sensors,
Fig. 11 depicts the all-sky images when using station S1 and
S2 jointly to form an interferometric array with M = 92
elements which estimates the intensity of the electromagnetic
emission from DS = 441 directions. Fig. 12 shows the cor-
responding performance. The binary telescope with M = 92
antennas outperforms all three 64-bit stations with M = 46
array elements in terms of imaging uncertainty, although the
measurement data is by a factor 32 smaller. These results
confirm that reducing the A/D resolution to 1-bit and doubling
the number of receivers is an effective method to obtain high-
performance low-complexity sensing architectures [17].
Fig. 13 shows the all-sky images when using the radio
measurements of all three LOFAR stations jointly (M = 138)
to resolve DS = 441 source power levels, while Fig. 14
shows the resulting interferometric uncertainty. The additional
radio antennas further push the sensitivity of the telescope
systems with high-resolution and low-resolution A/D con-
version. With M = 138 sensing elements, it is possible to
increase the number of sources to DS = 1876 (50 pixels).
The interferometric algorithms then provide a higher spatial
resolution on the all-sky images, which is demonstrated in
Fig. 15. Analyzing Fig. 16 in comparison to Fig. 14, it
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Fig. 12: AARTFAAC - Uncertainty (M = 92, DS = 441)
can be seen that the interferometric sensitivity decreases
when increasing the spatial imaging resolution. However, the
algorithm reconstructing DS = 1876 intensity values from the
measurements of M = 138 binary antennas provides a higher
spatial resolution at a lower interferometric uncertainty than
the three systems using M = 46 antennas with 64-bit A/D
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resolution to estimate DS = 441 power levels. The binary
telescope with M = 138 array elements achieves this while
processing a data volume which is more than 21 times smaller
than with M = 46 sensors featuring 64-bit outputs.
V. DISCUSSION
Complementing the discourse, certain aspects related to
the different views on image reconstruction in radio astron-
omy, likelihood-oriented processing, radio interferometry with
quantized signals, and storage-based telescopes are discussed.
A. Deterministic and Probabilistic Perspectives
To classify the presented methods and results, we try to con-
nect them with other imaging approaches in radio astronomy:
1) Fourier Analysis: Classical image reconstruction ap-
proaches in radio astronomy [42]–[46] are based on the
van Cittert-Zernike theorem [47], [48] and assume that the
electromagnetic power distribution can be mapped onto the
celestial sphere. Geometric arguments and two-dimensional
Fourier analysis is used to establish a deterministic relationship
between the intensity values on the sphere and the correlations
(visibilities) between signals of antenna pairs (baseline) at
the receiver. This analytic relationship in connection with
sampling theorems is used to formulate the reconstruction
of the radio image as a deconvolution problem. Since these
methods are formulated from a deterministic viewpoint, they
require sufficiently long integration time T and do not make
use of the stochastic properties of the measurement system.
A first step towards a probabilistic perspective in the context
of deconvolution methods is the use of the maximum entropy
principle [49]–[51]. Out of all images which can be brought
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into agreement with the measured correlations, the one which
maximizes a certain entropy measure is selected. The random
nature of the empirical correlations and the intensity values is
considered element-wise such that the statistical dependencies
between these variables is not exploited during the reconstruc-
tion. The entropy measure itself can be seen as regularizing
probabilistic prior knowledge (2). Methods from compressed
sensing [52], [53] are based on the idea that the image can be
linearly decomposed in a sparse random basis. This approach
can be seen as a probabilistic variant of the Fourier analysis
which features a deterministic basis. Additional probabilistic
traits are notable here when interpreting the norm which
determines the degree of sparseness as prior knowledge (2).
2) Array Signal Processing: An important contribution,
which detaches the discussion from the deterministic view-
point of the Fourier analysis and opens up a receiver-centric
probabilistic view onto radio astronomical imaging, is the
modeling of the noisy empirical correlations at the receiver
and the summary of all correlation values in linear matrix-
vector equations [54]. Such the rich set of array processing
and linear algebra methods can be used for imaging in radio
astronomy [55]–[63]. Within this framework, methods such as
covariance matching and weighted least squares now offer the
possibility of exploiting statistical dependencies between the
empirical correlations during the image reconstruction.
3) Hardware-aware Statistical Signal Processing: Within
such a probabilistic understanding of astronomy this work goes
one step further. It models the radio signals as function of the
intensity parameters at the front-end behind the antennas and
considers hardware effects during the transition from analog
sensor signals to digital measurement data. For the precise
probabilistic modeling of the digital measurement data, it de-
viates from the idealistic assumption of a Gaussian distribution
and abstracts the data model in the exponential family. This
class of distributions covers a broad range of sensor data mod-
els relevant in practice and exhibits favorable mathematical
properties. For interferometric imaging, this work relies purely
on the information embedded in the sensor measurements and
makes no prior assumptions (2) about the structure of the radio
image. By means of parametric statistical methods, which
are known to meet certain optimality criteria, the discussion
on algorithmic approaches is restricted. Committing to these
techniques, the quality of the array system can be quantita-
tively determined and optimized based on estimation-theoretic
information measures. The results obtained with LOFAR mea-
surements imply that, for the task of interferometric imaging,
the sensor hardware and data communication infrastructure of
current radio telescopes are over-specified.
B. Challenges in Likelihood-oriented Data Processing
Besides their numerous advantages, the use of optimal
statistical algorithms also raises issues. For example, the scor-
ing method (36) used here to solve the maximum-likelihood
optimization problem (5) only guarantees a fast convergence to
one of the roots of the score (6). If this function has multiple
roots, the question arises whether the solution found is the
global maximum of the likelihood [64]. It is known that within
the exponential family, under a smooth parameterization of the
statistical weights, the score function has a single root. These
conditions are fulfilled for the model with high A/D resolution
(33) and linear covariance parameters (27). To the best of our
knowledge, the effect of signal quantization on the score is
an open problem. The results obtained here with hard-limited
sensor data and the behavior of the scoring method during
our tests indicate that quantization of the measurements has
no significant effect on the structure of the score function (6).
An obstacle for optimal processing methods such as the
MLE (5) is computational complexity. In the literature, this
is frequently found as an argument to resort to suboptimal
methods. At first glance one is apt to agree. For example,
the update term (63) shows that for exponential family distri-
butions the covariance matrix of the sufficient statistics (59)
must be inverted. The multivariate Gaussian model with 2M
variables (33) exhibits C = 2M2 +M of these statistics, such
that the inversion has to support a matrix size of 38226×38226
when considering M = 138 antennas. With a second look it
can be seen that matrices like (59) have structure. That is
why the update term (47) can be computed with inverting a
276 × 276 matrix. When calculating the image in Fig. 13a,
one iteration of Fisher scoring (36) on a simple computer
(1,6 GHz, 4 GB RAM, MATLAB) takes 1,5 s. Certainly too
much time for a real-time application on a mobile device. But
for radio astronomy, which has no time requirements after
the correlation stage (35) and for which supercomputers with
computing power in the range of PFLOPS are available today,
definitely feasible. Additionally, the computational cost of the
MLE vanishes constantly at the rate of Moore’s law. Note
that in return for the computational effort the MLE algorithm
is consistent and efficient, two important criteria for high-
performance sensor data processing in scientific applications.
C. Van Vleck Corrections vs. Multivariate Binary MLEs
The idea of using quantized data for radio astronomy is not
new, see, e.g., [65, pp. 254]. The standard approach is to apply
the Van Vleck corrections, see, e.g., [66]. There, through the
inverse of the arc-sine law (70), one transforms the elements
of the quantized empirical covariance (68) independently from
each other with the goal to obtain the unquantized empirical
covariance (35). Then one works under the assumption of an
ideal ∞-bit digital signal acquisition and, therefore, with the
formulas of the Gaussian framework (33). An issue in this
correction technique is that the arc-sine law (70) is an analytic
relationship connecting the two asymptotic covariances (26)
and (69). With a finite number of samples N , the elements of
the two empirical covariances (35) and (68), deviate randomly
from their asymptotic versions. Further, the elements in (35)
and (68) have specific statistical dependencies. Therefore, ap-
plying element-wise corrections on the random variables (68)
introduces nonlinear random effects which are challenging to
characterize. As such, the Van Vleck corrections cause an
additional loss of information and potential bias. Determining
the precise impact of the Van Vleck corrections on the final in-
terferometric imaging solution is, to the best of our knowledge,
an open problem. The technique employed here addresses the
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task of processing the 1-bit sensor data differently. Aiming for
consistent and efficient likelihood-based statistical processing
by solving the multivariate binary MLE, the presented ap-
proach exploits the complete covariance structure (52) before
the hard-limiter when estimating the intensity values jointly.
A computationally tractable solution is obtained by iteratively
updating an auxiliary score function (60) and information
matrix (61) of the multivariate binary data model at the hard-
limiter output (48). Using all empirical elements in (68) jointly
while taking into account their dependencies characterized by
(59), this enables finding an estimate for the intensities in the
linear covariance structure (52), which attains the analytically
tractable performance (65). As a result, the effect of coarsely
quantizing the radio measurements onto the interferometric
imaging solution can be determined precisely.
D. Storage-based Radio Telescope Systems
Memory-based radio telescope systems are already being
discussed today in the context of LOFAR. In [67] the authors
provide a detailed overview of the scientific advantages under
a memory-based telescope architecture and estimate that the
approach will be feasible for LOFAR in 10 years. The de-
sign concept discussed here is different. The proposed radio
telescope architecture radically follows the idea of shifting
analog circuit complexity into the digital domain to exploit its
exponential technology progress to a full extend. The power
and hardware resources freed through this extreme layout
paradigm are invested in a higher number of radio sensors,
leading to improved measurement sensitivity and spatial res-
olution. A memory-based telescope design is, therefore, not
the motivation for our discussion but a natural consequence.
Setting the amplitude resolution of the signal acquisition at
the antennas to 1-bit would reduce the sensor data volume of
the LOFAR telescope by one order of magnitude and make a
memory-based design as outlined by [67] possible today.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have proposed a progressive all-digital radio telescope
architecture based on probabilistic binary sensing and statis-
tical data processing. The resource-efficient signal acquisition
and the small resulting data volume of The Massive Binary
Radio Lenses allow using significantly more distributed radio
sensors which increases the sensitivity of astronomical surveys
and their spatial resolution. The fundamental principles of
the envisioned system have been explained, and the basic
building blocks defined. We have delivered an overview of
the scientific, technical, and institutional advantages. To pro-
vide a first convincing proof of concept, we have performed
hardware-aware probabilistic modeling of sensor outputs in an
exemplary binary radio telescope system and derived a con-
sistent interferometric image reconstruction method along the
principle of maximum-likelihood. Further, we have provided
an analytical measure for the interferometric performance
achieved with the derived method in binary radio telescope
systems. Visual comparison of all-sky images obtained with
large-scale array measurements from LOFAR and the provided
interferometric uncertainty analysis demonstrate that massive
binary sensing has the potential to form one of the key
technologies for future all-digital radio telescope systems.
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